The Cinema News describes this as

"The Rarest Type of Cinema Play."

Here is a chance to show your patrons something different.

Get "The Mission of Mr. Foo."

Gorgeous Chinese settings.

Rare specimens of Chinese antiques and lacquer work which took six months to collect.

Real Chinese actors—this is the astounding part of the subject, on account of the fact that the Chinese won't face the camera.

And a plot dealing with subtle Chinese cunning, and political intriguing. Simply great! Get it.

That's why "The Mission of Mr. Foo" is called the rarest type of cinema play.

The Mission of Mr. Foo

Released Monday, June 7th.
Approx. 1,135 ft.

SIX-SHEET AND QUAD-CROWN POSTERS.
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WE PRINT EXCLUSIVELY ON EASTMAN FILM STOCK. EASTMAN NON-FLAM TO ORDER.